All Change
The new-new world of financial technology
Chartis Research

A rapidly changing business environment,
buffeted by a broad range of forces
Technology strategy does not occur in a vacuum – it is bounded and defined by a
variety of parameters, ranging from regulation to available talent…
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A complex regulatory environment is shifting in
structure…
Intense focus on
client interaction
and fairness
(KYC, AIFMD,
MiFID II)

Data lineage
(BCBS 239)

Data quality
& model risk
(Solvency II,
FRTB)

Extremely
granular
(AnaCredit,
Resolution
Planning)

New building blocks
for developing and
then re-using
regulatory
technology

Very-large-dataarray data sets
(FRTB, SIMM)

Risk-aware
accounting
(IFRS 9)

Data privacy
and provenance
(GDPR)
Complex and
varied data types
(IRRBB, IFRS 9)
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Where are we…and where are we going…?

Decision-making has grown more complex and multi-dimensional.
Reworking of technology poses fundamental questions for buyers of technology solutions…
•

Focus on changing the cost structure: reduction and transformation

•

Flexible data center

•

Hybrid interconnected delivery models

•

Industrialization of the operating model

•

Adoption of open-source ecosystems

…and a re-examination of the system software stack
•
•
•
•

Open source for operating systems, messaging, application coordination, languages
New database – and data management – strategies
Messaging protocols and APIs
‘AI everywhere’
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And why…?

Rapidly changing
economics of core
business

•
•
•
•

Revolution in the
availability of technology

Greater cost of capital
Increasing regulatory challenges
Increased and new types of competition
Potential for business transformation through digitalization and AI
•
•
•
•

Open source/cloud
The death (and re-working) of Moore’s Law
FinTech and RegTech
AI goes mainstream

In production now with
disruptive digital transformation
across all technology areas

•
•
•
•
•
•

Risk systems
Front-office platforms
Trading applications
Core banking and operations
Data management
Dashboards and GUIs

Rethinking the ‘what’, ‘how’ and ‘who’ of financial software
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Rapidly changing roles, responsibilities and focus
for different business groups
Business model –
balancing revenues, P&L,
capital and liquidity

New analytical styles,
broader responsibilities

Focus on new areas – cyber
risk, close/tight interface
with business groups

Broader focus on
core technology and
digital interfaces

Risk Mgmt
Client
relationships

Quants

Rapidly changing
roles, responsibilities
and focus for different
business groups

Trading

Finance &
Accounting

Operations

External
vendors
Technology

Economics of regulatory
compliance & reporting
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Business impact of
technology

Strategic role with links
to economics and
business model – digital
transformation

Risk = regret vs. reward;
therefore greater
integration
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Chartis Research
Four interlinked areas of coverage

RiskTech

RegTech

Business
Landscape

FinTech
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Chartis Research
Analysis to action across the decision lifecycle

Research
• Market landscape and
technology research
• Quadrant reports
• Custom research
• Thought leadership
• Mind maps and surveys
• Vendor-specific research
reports
• Expenditure analysis
• Technology frameworks
• RiskTech100®

Strategy/Advisory

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategy days
SWOTs
Execution plan reviews
Product management strategies
Marketing strategies
Technology strategies
Ecosystem/partner strategies
Organizational transformations
M&A due diligence and support
Vendor selection – build/buy?

Distribution & Marketing

•
•
•
•
•

Digital distribution
Webinars/podcasts
Events
Special content packages
RiskTech Forum

Market and technology leadership
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In summary

Business
Response
Regulatory
Imperatives

Technology
Innovation
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